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Milestones #2 & #4
by Warren Ediger in 02. Standards on Tue, 23 Oct 2007 at 7:56am
Here are the overview, resource, and reference documents for Milestone #2: core, or essential, standards.
1. Please read the overview document: Milestones 2 & 4
2. Unless you prefer to work on screen, download and print the work document: CA 9-12 ELD Stds WestEd 01
adapted. When we meet to discuss the standards, this is the document that we will work from.
3. Please take the time to acquaint yourself with the state resource documents. These anchor the process we
are beginning.
4. I will direct our activities by using To Dos. Remember: when we are working on a group To Do, I will be
responsible to check it off when we complete it, usually after a meeting. Don’t check it off when you finish
your part.
5. The summary of our 10/5/07 meeting provides the criteria for our work on this Milestone.
If there are any questions, please use the comments to the message. That way everyone can benefit.
Thanks!
Warren Ediger
10.05.07 mtg.pdf (PDF, 38K)
Milestones 2 & 4.pdf (PDF, 57K)
CA 9-12 ELD Stds WestEd 01 adapted.doc (DOC, 127K)
CA 9-12 ELD Stds 02 adapted.pdf (PDF, 216K)
CA ELD Stds Exec Sum.pdf (PDF, 101K)
CA ELD Stds 02.pdf (PDF, 1868K)
ACTFL Proficiency Guidelines.pdf (PDF, 1133K)
TESOL 9-12 ESL Stds.pdf (PDF, 240K)

7 comments so far
Susan Lozeau Tue, 23 Oct at 8:53 AM

wow, that’s a lot of stuff.
Warren Ediger Tue, 23 Oct at 3:21 PM
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Yes, but … you only have to deal with small parts of it at one time … :)))
Susan Lozeau Wed, 24 Oct at 8:40 AM

Okay; which one first? I’m pretty familiar with most of the literature, but of course I want to be fresh (as
a daisy) regarding it.
Thanks susan
Warren Ediger Wed, 24 Oct at 2:48 PM

To clarify:
1. Read the instructions above: you’ll probably want to download (& possibly print) the meetings from our
10/5/07 meeting, the Milestones 2 & 4, and the WestEd ELD Stds documents.
2. Click on the To Do tab; at this time there is one To Do for this Milestone.
If you have questions after that, please let me know.
Thanks!
Tracy Fenstermaker Wed, 24 Oct at 3:23 PM

Warren – any chance you have a hard copy of the 93 page document that is listed? Or any of the others
for that matter? I printed the WestEd document but I thought I’d ask before I murder a printer/ink
cartridge… I’d be happy to swing by and pick it up and deliver if anyone else wanted it!
Warren Ediger Wed, 24 Oct at 4:37 PM

I had assumed that the only documents we’d need to print were the shorter working and resource
documents. The CA 9-12 ELD Stds adapted and CA ELD Stds Exec Sum documents probably contain all
we need from the total CA ELD standards document (the long one) and they are a fraction of the length.
I can arrange for printing of the total ELD Handbook if you think it’s necessary. I had assumed it would
be consulted online or downloaded to disk, but not printed.
Susan Lozeau Mon, 29 Oct at 2:53 PM

Tracy if you really want a full copy of the whole thing, I printed it in its entirety not realizing just what it
was. (that’s what happens when you multi-task sometimes, trying to teach class and work on other
things.) You are more than welcome to my copy. I already have the book.
Susan
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